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Overview

� As genealogists we often focus on facts.

� Research produces (often boring) lists. 

� But do you really know what happened between the 

dashes of your ancestors’ lives?  

� How can you share that information in a compelling 

and interesting way?  

� Use nonfiction writing techniques to produce a “can’t 

put down” page-turning family history.



Why Bother?

“What do I care about those 

people? They’re dead.  

I didn’t know them..”
- John Alzo, 2003



In Cold Blood:

“Nonfiction” Novel?

NEW YORK TIMES, NOV.  16, 1959
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Family Histories Should

� Inform

� Engage

� Enhance



Family Histories Should
� Be more than just names, dates, places

� Or…footnotes



Family history

� Family trees and genealogy charts provide 

a framework: names, dates, places, etc.

� Family histories provide the “stories” -



Family history
� Years of research (sometimes in 

confusing formats).

� Family trees can be transformed into 

interesting stories.

� Our ancestors lived through important 

historical events.

� Many ways to document family history.

� Use techniques of “creative nonfiction” 

to share your stories.



What is “Creative Nonfiction?”

� Creative nonfiction is a genre of writing that uses literary 
styles and techniques to create factually accurate 
narratives.   

� Synonyms: Literary non-fiction, new journalism, literary 
journalism

� Representative authors:  James Baldwin, Truman 
Capote, Ernest Hemingway, Tom Wolfe, etc.

� Learn more at:

� http://www.class.uidaho.edu/druker/nonfic.html

� http://www.creativenonfiction.org/thejournal/whatiscnf.htm



Show, don't tell...

Fundamental principle of  

“nonfiction” writing



The “Writing” Part

�You don’t have to be a “professional.

�”Don’t get discouraged if you don’t  immediately 

see how different pieces fit together.

�You don’t have to get every date & time perfect.

� Stories do not have to be told in an exact      

sequence.

� Don’t worry about the final product - you’ll   

get there!

�You will succeed, with practice!



Tips for Writing a 

Compelling Family History

� You don’t have to write one large narrative

� Break your writing tasks into smaller, manageable 
pieces: profiles/sketches, scenes

� Create a timeline; highlight key personal & 
historical events

� OurTimelines http://www.ourtimelines.com
TimeToast http://www.timetoast.com

� Genelines Software for creating timeline 
www.progenysoftware.com/genelines.html



You can do this!
� Topic

� Time

� Tools



Nonfiction Writing Elements

� Plot – a good story

� Structure – Arranging events in the way you 

choose

� Description – Incorporating details that appeal 

to the five senses

� Dialogue – A speaker’s exact words

� Characterization – Telling and showing what 

characters are like



Tips for Shaping Your Story
� Select and emphasize

� Use scenes

� Start at the beginning of the end

� Use active narration

� Strive for truth

� Keep your protagonist company

� Identify an antagonist



The Writing Process
� MindMapping.

� Create an outline or storyboard – to 

organize main ideas.

� Use a flow chart – jot down the main 

events of the incident you are telling;   

then arrange in chronological order     

(first to last).   



Mindmapping Software Blog: 

http://mindmappingsoftwareblog.com/



Mind Map



Storyboard

Scrivener (Mac $45; Windows $40; free trial available) 
http://www.literatureandlatte.com/scrivener.php



The Writing Process
� Straight chronology

� Flashback – a scene that breaks into the 
story to show an earlier part of the action

� Flashforward – a scene that shows a later 
part of the action

� Use description (images and descriptive 
details: sights, sounds, smells)

� Supplement with memorabilia (certificates, 
recipes, newspaper clippings, illustrations, 
maps, photographs, etc.)



The Writing Process
� Fact check later (you will need to do it 

but if you do it while writing it can slow 

down or stall the creative process)

� Don’t worry about how all the pieces fit 

together or about any inconsistencies 

during your initial draft



Challenges

� It’s too big a job!

� It’s too difficult!

� Not enough time!



Setting Parameters
� Break the task into smaller pieces

� Schedule time to write (even just 15 

minutes per day – using a timer/alarm)

� Write even when you don’t feel like it 

don’t get into “inspiration trap” of 

“waiting for the muse!”



http://www.geneabloggers.com



http://www.lulu.com



Three Slovak Women

• Nonfiction book 
(personal/historical narrative)

• Six years of research

• Traditional methods

• Interviews

• Before the Internet

• More than just genealogy -
universal story of the 
experiences of a Slavic 
immigrant woman 





Writing Checklist

� Is my writing concise but complete?

� Are my ideas linked in a logical way?

� Is my writing clear?

� Did I avoid providing the same 
information twice?

� Did I include sensory details, description, 
and dialogue?

� Read your prose out loud.

� Have someone else (who is objective) read 
and critique it.



Additional instruction

http://www.legacyfamilytree.com/Webinars.asp 



Conclusion

Don’t let your ancestors OR their stories be 

reduced to just footnotes!  

They deserve more than that!


